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Learn how to draw cute household pets, impressive wild animals and amazing birds using this
fun and easy step-by-step method. Starting with simple shapes, four popular artists show how
easy it is to develop circles, rectangles, squares and ovals into an exciting selection of creatures
including cats, dogs, horses, lions, elephants, monkeys, penguins and eagles. If you have never
drawn before this is definitely the book for you, and there is a lot here to inspire more
experienced artists too.Uses material from the How to Draw series.

About the AuthorEva Dutton is a professional artist and qualified riding instructor (BHSAI) and
stable manager (BHS). She studied fine art at Norwich School of Art and has spent many years
combining her love of painting with her professional equestrian work. She currently works to
commission and exhibits widely. As well as her love for horses, she has a passion for wildlife and
the landscape. She is now painting wolves and other creatures as well as farm and domestic
animals. Eva is a member of the Society of Equestrian Artists and she is currently working full
time as a professional artist and illustrator. She lives in Shropshire. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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B. Pearce, “Great book for those looking to learn to draw animals or to improve their drawing
skills.. From the very beginning you'll be drawing some amazing animals. I was impressed with
how easy this makes drawing animals. The examples start at the very basic of shapes and lead
you through to the final rendering. It doesn't give you an exact step-by-step but if you have any
experience drawing at all, you'll have no problem using this educational tool. Polly managed to
take an intimidating topic and make it simple. Highly recommend this to anyone who is wanting
to get better at drawing animals.”

William Hernandez, “I love the simplicity it has and the fact that it .... I love the simplicity it has
and the fact that it is mainly just images which allow easier concentration when it comes to being
able to focus on what they are trying to teach as opposed to trying to figure out what words
meant. Especially since this was a gift for a friend who doesn't speak enough english to
comprehend large chunks of information thrown at her.”

itsbritt, “Decent book for aspiring artists. The book is great just wished they showed more steps
in between however my 9 year old loves it.”

Kidlat, “Great Book. This is a great book for beginners and professionals alike. The techniques
are simplified and makes drawing and illustrations fast and concise with correct proportions.”

Cathy Richards, “Wonderful present. Great present. Would purchase again”

Diana, “Get it if you want to learn to draw a realistic animal.. Definitely worth it. This is a good
education book as well as a great basic book for starting drawing different animals but with
similar forms.”

Ashley W., “Very awesome learn to draw book. Very awesome learn to draw book, my 7 year old
loves it! The way the steps are laid out it's easy enough for her to follow and it can be as simple
or get as detailed as they want to take it. It's even a great book for adults to learn to draw.”

Mary Lou Ramm, “Wonderful gift for children.. Bought one for each of my granddaughters. They
were fascinated with how to draw realistic animals.”

deborah dwen, “Very good!. I bought this for my 90 year old dad. Who has decided to learn to
draw! This book is perfect! Huge amount of animals to learn to sketch and clear instruction!!
Very happy with this!!”

Suzanne Taylor, “Good illustrations. I wanted this book to get myself motivated again as I love to



draw so using just as a guide but think its and really nice book and easy to follow”

Justin Payge, “Don't forget your dreams. Execution of this item,was excellent. I have just recently
decided to resume art,which I left at school. some sixty odd years ago.Never had this type of
book in my time,and the book has justified my return.Going to order More,once I find my artist
hand again. Thanks again for your prompt attention.  J Payge”

PAW, “Happy. Bought as a present. Recipient really pleased. Looked excellent from what I saw
of it.  Thinking of buying one for myself.”

The book by Susie Hodge has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 550 people have provided feedback.
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